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Activities Around Nurse Station

Communication
Paging staff

Taking / making phone calls

Tacking messages on board

Documentation
Physician dictating

Charting

Nurse reporting during shift

Patient record filling

Administration
Room responsibility assigning

Meeting in the conference room

Educations & Research
Lecturing in the hallway

Discussing 

Referencing

Staff Area --- Nurse station

Physician logging orders Staff chartingNurse report during shift

Room responsibility assignment

Checking on lab resultsPaging staff

Education on site Patient records and references
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Nomad office
Staff in MICU has no personal office.  Besides working in patient rooms, 

they utilize the work space around the nurse’s station, which is the center 

of activities. Mobile surfaces are utilized to carry out discussion and 

documentation where needed.

Everywhere classroom
With Rush being a teaching hospital, medical students learn on the patient 

floor by observing and practicing. Lectures and discussions are carried out 

within small groups traveling from patient room to patient room.

During patient transfer, negotiating turns is hampered by equipment left 

in the halls.  Maneuvering multiple piece of equipment with free-wheeling 

casters (omnidirectional) proved difficult in this situation.

Patient transport

Hallway storage
The hallway is used as temporary storage space, and the daily activities on 

the floor can create periodic bottle necks hampering flow.  Most of the carts 

are for supply storing and transporting.

MICU & NRCU / Hallway 
As the interactive area on patient floor, the 

hallway houses various activities among the 

staff.

Interference with hallway equipment is always a possibility.  Not all hallway in 

the hospital can accommodate two beds in passing.

Patient transport

Patient Transfer in MICU / Analysis
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During patient transfer, the transport 

equipment (portable monitor, crash 

cart supplies, Oxygen canister) is 

place at the foot of the bed around 

the patient’s feet.

Observation

The orientation of the equipment 

if not as critical as being able 

to access supplies and equipment 

functions.  Typically in the MICU, the 

patients are not conscious during 

transport so they are not aware of 

the equipment by their feet.

The horizontal space limits give us 

a chance to think about the space 

above the bed, but only within the 

range of not bothering patient and 

not blocking the view of the nurse.

Key insight

=

=

= Monitor display must be visible 

when emergency situation arise.

Crash cart supplies must be 

accessible.

Patients should be as physically 

comfortable as possible.

Design Criteria

Observation
During patient transfer, negotiating 

turns is hampered by equipment left 

in the halls.  Maneuvering multiple 

piece of equipment with free-

wheeling casters (omnidirectional) 

proved difficult in this situation.  IV 

pole pumped into the free standing 

thing in the hallway.

The attention and dexterity required 

for turning corners is taxing on the 

nurses and distracts their focus from 

the patient.

Attention devoted to the patient 

should be maximized.

Transport equipment must be 

easy to maneuver.

Physical effort should be reduced 

for patient transfer.

Design Criteria

Observation
During transport preparation, the 

nurse retrieves the portable monitor 

and med-pack used for patient trans-

port.  The monitor is outfitted with 

two rechargeable batteries (top left).  

When a patient is first admitted to the 

unit, a larger monitor is used (bottom 

left).

Key insight
There is a certain amount of time 

needed to configure and test the 

monitor.  As soon as the nurse 

grabs the required equipment, her 

hands are full until she can set the 

items down.

Design Criteria
The time required for transfer 

preparation must not be reduced.

The equipment condition should 

be indicated.

The physical effort for transporting 

the equipment to the patient must 

be reduced.

=

=

=

Retrieving equipment Transferring patient Mobilizing patient Turning corner

=

=

=

Observation
During patient transport, two people 

are involved with moving the bed 

or gurney.  The person pulling from 

the front performs the most steering.  

The person in back pushes the bed 

with one hand and moves the IV 

stand with the other.

The person in front trades off vis-

ibility and pulling force for control 

and maneuverability when walking 

backwards.  Once the bed is set 

in motion down the hall, they face 

forward since mobility is not much of 

a factor and it is easier to put their 

weight into it.

Key insight

Design Criteria

Key insight

Patient transfer
Major issues, key insights and criteria that 

have been drawn based on observation and 

interviews.

Patient Transfer in MICU / Analysis

Observation

Key insights

Design Criteria
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Equipment Storage
The time required for transfer preparation must 

be reduced.

The equipment condition should be indicated.

Equipment Transport
The physical effort for transporting the equip-

ment to the patient must be reduced.

Equipment Placement
Monitor display must be visible when 

emergency situation arise.

Crash cart supplies must be accessible.

Patients should be as physically comfortable as 

possible.

CoverCare

Concept Direction
Increase patient comfort while minimizing 

physical effort

User Benefits
Incorporates audio transmitter for communicating with the unit while the 

nurse is off the floor. 

Vital signs displayed on a “need to know” basis; only when in an emergency 

or prompted by the nurse.

Indicates which medicine pocket to access when an emergency occurs.

Wearable technology enables the lightest weight and maximum comfort for 

the patient.

Sensor indicators would light up to indicate that sensors are positioned 

correctly.

It eliminates the necessity for physical efforts and time spent in preparation. 

Its modularized feature allows the monitor module a reusable module while 

blanket module a disposable one.

Sensor indicators

Monitor control panel

Flexible Monitor display

Med-pack pockets

Rechargeable batteries

Transferring patient

Flexible screen incorporated in 
a blanket with build it sensing 
devices and storage pockets

Patient Transfer in MICU / Synthesis
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TransVest

Transferring patient

Concept Direction
Address issue of two different kinds of monitors

Equipment Storage
The time required for transfer preparation must 

be reduced.

The equipment condition should be indicated.

Equipment Transport
The physical effort for transporting the equip-

ment to the patient must be reduced.

Wearable transport equipment with 
data extension modules for telemetry 
receivers, debrillator and 
communication devices

IV injection medication

Supply pouch

Small charge packs

OLED display

Medicine storage

Soft control buttons

Expansion nodes for 

other data modules

Patient Transfer in MICU / Synthesis

User Benefits
TransVest integrates the primary equipment needed for patient transport, the 

monitor and med-pack, to reduce preparation time.

The expansion nodes allow for broader functionality.  The nurse can add 

modules depending on the needs of the transfer situation.

TransVest’s wearable form reduces the physical effort for transporting the 

equipment.



Criteria Matrix
Concept Grouping
The criteria matrix provides a means to 

both evaluate and cluster concepts based 

on which criteria they fulfill.  The clustering 

brings insight to combining concept 

characteristics for design development.

Design Criteria

The equipment condition should 

be indicated

The time required for transfer preparation 

must be reduced

Physical effort should be reduced 

for patient transfer

Transport equipment must be 

easy to maneuver

Attention devoted to the patient 

should be maximized

Patients should be as physically

comfortable as possible

Crash cart supplies must be accessible

Monitor display must be visible when 

emergency situation arise

The product should not add to 

the hallway clutter

Room equipment must be easy to access

The product should not inhibit the 

maneuverability of items in the room

The product must not add to the room 

clutter

The physical effort for transporting the 

equipment to the patient must be reduced

Conce
pts

Mobile equipment should accommodate 

different modes of mobility.

Storage

Transport

Placement
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Student Background

Loren Gulak is a Human-centered Product Designer, finishing his Master 

of Design degree at the Institute of Design.  His educational background 

includes a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from North Carolina State 

University.  His professional background includes work in manufacturing 

engineering and product development.
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Tianzhu Wang is a Human-centered Product Designer, finishing her 

Master of Design degree at the Institute of Design.  She earned a B.S. in 

Industrial Design in Beijing, China.  
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